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Executive Summary
This study had the objective of evaluating a cyclist actuated warning sign installed on the
northern approach arm of Beach Road at Balcombe Road in Black Rock. The intersection
is roundabout controlled and is heavily utilised by bicycle riders, particularly sport cyclists.
Over the ten year period from 2003 to 2013 there have been seven right near collisions at
the intersection involving southbound bicycle riders colliding with motorists emerging from
Balcombe Road.
In response to the crash history and community concern VicRoads implemented a number
of changes to the intersection in early 2015, of which one has been a cyclist activated
warning sign. This sign is triggered automatically by a detector in the road pavement and
displays a flashing symbol on two signs facing emerging motorists on Balcombe Road. The
purpose of the present study was to evaluate only the sign; the other intersection changes
were made prior to this evaluation.
The evaluation methodology used a video-based observational method to observe the
interactions between motorists emerging from Balcombe Road and southbound bicycle
riders on Beach Road. Video was collected over a 14 day period in early April 2015 and a
10 day period in late May 2015, immediately after the sign was installed and activated. A
total of 325 interactions before treatment and 341 interactions after treatment were
analysed.
The interactions were analysed quantitatively and qualitative across a number of
behavioural measures. The key findings were:


The sign appears to have assisted motorists in detecting bicycle riders earlier as
they approach the intersection:
o

the proportion of motorists stopping ahead of the holding line decreased
from 9% to 4% after treatment, and

o

the proportion of motorists stopping well behind the holding line (at least 1.4
m) increased from 7% to 27% after treatment.



Interaction events that were likely to cause elevated levels of stress or fright were
rare both before and after treatment, such that we could not detect a significant
change in the proportion of more stressful interactions.



The number of emerging motorists accepting small gaps ahead of conflicting
bicycle riders was low both before and after treatment, such that we could not
detect a significant change in the tendency for motorists to accept small gaps.



The sign correctly triggers on about 96% of occasions where a bicycle rider is
present.

Our view is that the sign appears to have contributed to positive behavioural changes that
are likely to lead to safety benefits. More broadly, these results suggest cyclist actuated
signs may be useful in situations such as these where there is a history of conflict between
bicycle riders and motorists where the motorist has failed to give way. However, we note
that this site has unique characteristics (particularly the high rider volume and low motorist
approach speed) which limit the broader applicability of the findings.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Beach Road is part of the Principal Bicycle Network and serves as a major training cyclist
route. The roundabout at the intersection of Balcombe Road in Black Road is known to
have a significant crash history, and is often cited by bicycle riders as a location with nearmiss crash events. The most frequently cited interaction of concern is where a southbound
rider on Beach Road interacts with a motorist emerging from Balcombe Road. The
complexity of this interaction is exacerbated by:
a) the steady downhill approach from the north which allows riders to approach at
speeds not dissimilar to motorists (in the order of 30 to 40 km/h is likely to be
commonplace),
b) a cluttered street environment and visibility splay towards the north which may
obscure riders from view, and
c) the closely coupled roundabout with Bluff Road and active street frontage which
increases the cognitive burden on motorists.
However, a compensating factor is that motorists approaching the roundabout from
Balcombe and Bluff Roads do so at a much lower speed than would be typical for
roundabouts elsewhere.
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Figure 1.1: View facing north towards Beach Road southbound approach

Figure 1.2: View from Balcombe Road approach towards Beach Road north
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Figure 1.3: Beach Road north intersection approach

Figure 1.4: View facing south from Beach Road
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In response to the crash history at the site, and community concern, VicRoads has made a
number of modifications to the intersection during early 2015 (Figure 1.5):


reconfigured the two southbound approach lanes along Beach Road from
combined left/through and through lanes to an exclusive left turn lane alongside a
car-side through bicycle lane and through traffic lane,



remove vegetation to improve visibility of motorists and bicycle riders approaching
from the north, and



installed two cyclist activated warning signs on the northern arm of the intersection
to warn motorists emerging from Balcombe Road of the presence of bicycle riders
(Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7).

The cyclist activated signs are located both on the kerbside and in the splitter island and
flash an orange symbolic representation of a bicycle in a diamond immediately once a rider
is detected and continues to flash the symbol for a sufficient period that the rider will
normally have proceeded through the intersection (around 5 seconds). The sign then
returns to a dormant state (i.e. the sign is blank). The cyclist activated sign is triggered by a
piezoelectric strip detector embedded in the road pavement around 30 m upstream of the
intersection that has been calibrated to detect the wheelbase of bicycles1. The strip covers
the roadway out as far as the outer edge of the bicycle lane so as to minimise the likelihood
of false positive detections of motor vehicles (Figure 1.8). The sign was installed and
activated in late May 2015 and the hardware cost was around $70,000.
The present evaluation is concerned with the activated warning sign and not the other
aspects of the intersection redesign.

1

Motorists driving over the detector should not, in principle, trigger the sign. Qualitatively during this evaluation we
did not observe any such false positive detections, although it is probable that there will be certain unusual vehicle
wheelbase combinations that will inadvertently trigger the sign. As long as these events are rare, which they
appear to be, there should be no significant safety implications of doing so.
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Figure 1.5: Reconfigured roundabout (provided by VicRoads)

Figure 1.6: Cyclist activated warning sign locations (displays inactive in this image)
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Figure 1.7: Cyclist activated warning sign locations (displays active in this image)

Figure 1.8: Strip detectors located 30 m upstream of hold line
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1.2 Caveats
Road crashes are, fortunately, very infrequent events. Furthermore, the contributing factors
to crashes are invariably multifactorial – there will be elements of road design, vehicle
design and human behaviour that all contribute to a crash. Identifying with absolute
confidence which elements, and to what extent, were contributors to a crash are often
impossible. Instead, it is necessary to make reasonable inferences based on limited data as
to the most likely contributing factors.
In this environment of incomplete information it is necessary to interpret the evidence
subjectively. In this report we draw conclusions based on multiple measures that are, in our
view, the most reasonable and defensible conclusions to draw based on the present state
of knowledge. As further evidence accumulates over time it will be prudent to reassess
these conclusions. This evidence may include crash data as it becomes available and
anecdotal evidence from road users.

1.3 Layout of this report
This report is structured as follows:


Section 2 briefly reviews the crash history at the site,



Section 3 describes the evaluation methodology,



Section 4 discusses the quantitative results of the evaluation, and



Section 5 discusses the likely implications of the results, describes additional
qualitative insights and draws conclusions based on the data.
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2 Crash history
Over the 10 years to 31 December 2013 there were 18 crashes involving bicycle riders
recorded by police in the crash statistics. Ten of these crashes were over the preceding
five year period. There were seven right near collisions between bicycle riders and
motorists (Figure 2.1), all of which involved a southbound rider colliding with a motorist
turning right out of Balcombe Road onto Beach Road. These collisions resulted in eight
recorded injuries to bicycle riders, of which two were classified as serious injuries (i.e. the
injured party was sent to hospital, and possibly admitted). It is this dominant crash mode
which the cyclist activated signs were designed to alleviate.

Figure 2.1: Cyclist-involved crashes by DCA at Black Rock roundabout 2003-2013
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3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
The methodology used was a before-after evaluation of road user behaviours. In this
method observational data is collected before and after the treatment is installed; in this
instance the treatment is the cyclist activated sign. The other modifications to the
intersection, namely the changes to the southbound approach at Beach Road and the
kerbside vegetation, were completed in February 2015 prior to the before-treatment period.
As such, the only change to the intersection between the before- and after-treatment
periods was the presence of the cyclist activated sign.

3.2 Measures of effectiveness
In order to evaluate the treatment several measures of effectiveness were used:


subjective assessment of interaction severity between southbound bicycle riders
and motorists emerging from Balcombe Road,



gap acceptance by motorists emerging ahead of bicycle riders,



true positive signal activation rates (after treatment), and



emerging motorist stopping position.

These measures are now described in turn.

3.2.1

Interaction severity

The interaction severity was subjectively assessed using a five point rating scale as
described in Table 3.1. While necessarily subjective, such a classification system allows for
a reasonably objective and consistent means of assessing interaction severity. A
successful outcome on this measure would be a reduction in the interaction severity score
after treatment, particularly of the most severe interactions.
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Table 3.1: Interaction severity score
Score

Title

Description

1

No incident

Cyclist does not need to alter course or speed to
avoid conflict. Neither road user experiences any
apparent stress as a result of the interaction.

2

Minor adjustment required

Cyclist may need to alter course slightly to allow for a
comfortable passing distance, or gently brake or alter
pedalling rhythm. The situation is unlikely to be
perceived by the cyclist as unsafe, but may be
perceived as inconvenient. There is unlikely to be
any sense of surprise or fright on the part of either
road user.

3

Major adjustment required

Cyclist may need to significantly alter course or
adjust speed to avoid a collision. There is a
heightened level of stress, and possibly surprise or
fright. However, this adjustment readily avoids a
collision.

4

Near collision

A rapid change of course or speed is required by the
cyclist or motorist (or both) to avoid imminent
collision. A significant degree of fear and fright is
likely. The parties may gesture to one another.

5

Collision

There is physical contact between the parties.

3.2.2

Accepted gaps

Accepted gaps are occurrences where a motorist emerges from Balcombe Road ahead of a
southbound bicycle rider on Beach Road. The gap was measured from the video footage,
which was recorded at 30 frames per second. The accepted gap was measured as the
elapsed time from when the last part of the vehicle cleared the area where the front of the
bicycle subsequently entered. If the treatment is successful we would expect to see a
reduction in very small accepted gaps; that is, situations where a motorist emerges in front
of riders who may then have to take evasive action to avoid a collision.

3.2.3

Signal activation rate

Self-evidently, if the sign is to be effective it will need to trigger when a rider approaches the
intersection. This will require that (a) the rider(s) travel over the detector, and (b) that the
detection algorithm correctly detects the presence of an object and classifies it as a bicycle
rider. Our primary interest here was in the true positive detection rate; that is, the
proportion of events where a rider approaches the intersection and the sign triggers. There
will be other measures of performance that can be used to evaluate the sign, including the
false positive rate (where the sign incorrectly triggers due to the presence of other objects
such as cars or motorcycles). While falsely triggering on non-bicycle objects would
probably decrease the effectiveness of the sign we consider this issue to be of less
importance than ensuring the sign correctly triggers when a rider is present.
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3.2.4

Waiting position

It seems plausible that the sign will encourage motorists emerging from Balcombe Road to
look, see and respond to the presence of riders earlier than they would have done in the
absence of the sign. This behaviour may manifest itself by motorists stopping or slowing
earlier as they approach the intersection than they did before treatment. In order to test this
hypothesis motorists emerging from Balcombe Road stopping at the intersection were
classified into three groups:


Behind: motorist stopped with the front of their vehicle behind the roundabout sign
in the splitter island (Figure 3.1), or a distance of around 1.4 m behind the holding
line.



At: motorist stopped with the front of their vehicle closer than 1.4 m from the
holding line but not ahead of the holding line.



Ahead: motorist stopped with the front of their vehicle ahead of the holding line,
protruding into the bicycle lane and possibility also the general purpose traffic lane
(Figure 3.1).

We would anticipate that the sign would decrease the proportion of stopping events where a
motorist stops ahead of the holding line, and possibly increase the proportion stopping
behind the holding line (if motorists see riders earlier and respond by stopping earlier).
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Roundabout sign

Figure 3.1: Motorist stopping behind the roundabout sign

Figure 3.2: Motorist stopping ahead of the holding line
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3.3 Fieldwork method
The observational data was collected using video cameras positioned in inconspicuous
locations such that they are very unlikely to have influenced road user behaviour (Figure
3.3). In the after-treatment case two cameras were used; one facing traffic emerging from
Balcombe Road and another facing north towards the cyclist activated signs. The latter
camera was required in order to determine whether the sign was activated.
The cameras were installed for a two week period in the before-treatment case
(1 April - 14 April 2015) and 10 days in the after-treatment case (23 May – 3 June 2015).
The camera recorded video from 7 am to 11 am and from 3 pm to 6 pm on each day.

Figure 3.3: Camera installed on light pole at southwest corner of intersection

An interaction was defined as follows:


an emerging motorist and southbound bicycle rider would occupy the same space
within the intersection (and thereby collide) if one or both road users did not (a)
change their speed (including stop), and/or (b) change their trajectory,



the motorist was approaching the intersection with no stationary vehicles, bicycle
riders or pedestrians on the Balcombe Road approach (that is – they were making a
decision whether to proceed based purely on the presence of conflicting traffic on
the roundabout),



only the interaction between a motorist and the lead rider(s) within a group were
considered; in other words, our interest was in the initial decision made by the
motorist when approaching the intersection as to whether they should go or stop
and not the subsequent decision to go from stationary.
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The latter condition was important because of the high cyclist demand at peak periods
when there would often be a fairly steady flow of riders southbound. Our view was that the
critical case would be where a motorist was approaching the roundabout in the first
instance, rather than when already stationary (during which time we would expect they
would be more likely to be cognisant of the presence of riders and looking carefully).
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4 Results
4.1 Introduction
A total of 325 interactions were observed before treatment and 341 interactions after
treatment. Interactions were most common on weekend mornings, when rider demand was
highest.

4.2 Interaction severity
In the vast majority of interactions both before and after the sign was installed the bicycle
rider did not need to adjust their speed or trajectory when interacting with an emerging
motorist (Figure 4.1). In the vast majority of cases the motorist saw the rider and stopped to
allow the rider to pass before proceeding.

Figure 4.1: Interaction severity

Before the sign was installed there was one interaction classified as requiring major
adjustment and another that was classified as a near collision interaction. After treatment
there were no major adjustment or near collision interactions, but there were more minor
adjustment interactions (8 compared with 4 before treatment).
The major adjustment event involved a southbound rider and a motorist turning right onto
Beach Road. The motorist appeared oblivious to the presence of the rider until they had
reached the holding line, when the motorist abruptly applied their brakes and stopped in the
bicycle lane. The rider had to veer to their left to avoid the now stationary motorist. As the
motorist approached the intersection there was another motorist turning left from Beach
Road onto Balcombe Road; it is possible this motorist was masking the presence of the
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rider, or at least distracting the emerging motorist – who may have scanned and seen this
turning motorist and thought the road was clear for them to proceed.
In the near collision interaction two motorists ahead of the subject motorist emerged and
turned right onto Beach Road in free flow conditions. The third motorist followed the
second motorist about 20 m behind and appeared to be following these leading motorists
ahead without ensuring there was no conflicting traffic to their right. Instead, they had
emerged about 1 m onto the roundabout when they sighted the conflicting rider to their
right, and immediately applied their brakes. The rider had to both brake and swerve to
avoid a collision.
We suggest that both of these interactions would have led to significant stress and surprise
for both road users; the motorist in both cases was oblivious to the presence of the rider
and the rider presumably assumed the motorist would have seen and stopped for them.
Weather conditions were fine and there were no other obvious impediments to visibility
during these interactions. That these interactions did not result in a physical collision is, we
suggest, attributable only to good luck. However, it is notable that neither road user were
travelling at significant speeds when the interactions occurred. This is particularly true for
the motorist, who could stop within a very short distance once they became aware of the
presence of the rider. Further, we suggest that even if a collision did occur the primary
collision would be unlikely to lead to serious injury to the rider. However, we would caveat
this statement by noting that if there had been another motorist adjacent to the rider in the
traffic lane the rider could have been propelled into the path of this adjacent motorist, with
potentially more severe outcomes. This would be particularly true if, for example, the
adjacent vehicle were a truck without sider underrun protection2.

4.3 Accepted gaps
Over the 14 days before-treatment observation period there were 16 events where a
motorist emerged from Balcombe Road within five seconds of a rider travelling southbound
reaching the conflict point. After treatment there were 21 events of this type. These
accepted gaps are less than 5% of the rejected gap count. Summary statistics for the
accepted gaps are presented in Table 4.1, and the distribution of the accepted gaps are
illustrated in Figure 4.2. A small increase in the average accepted gap was detected,
although the difference is statistically insignificant (M=0.19 s, p=0.54). The distribution
suggests there has been a reduction in very small accepted gaps (i.e. gaps under three
seconds), although again the difference is statistically insignificant3 (D=0.26, p=0.59).

2

Conversely, it seems less likely that the motorist would have failed to yield in these hypothetical situations as they
would (hopefully) have sighted the conflicting motorist movement and stopped.

3

Using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Table 4.1: Accepted gap summary statistics
Before

After

16

21

Min.

1.17 s

0.87 s

Average

2.16 s

2.35 s

Median

2.12 s

2.27 s

No. of obs.

Figure 4.2: Kernel density distribution of accepted gaps

4.4 Waiting position
During both periods the majority of motorists stopped between the holding line and a
distance around 1.4 m behind the holding line (defined as “At” in Figure 4.3). However,
there appears to have been a significant decline in the proportion of motorists stopping
ahead of the holding line and an increase in the proportion stopping well behind the holding
line after the sign was installed. The proportion of motorists stopping ahead of the holding
line has decreased from 9.2% to 4.3%; this difference is statistically significant
(M=4.9%, χ2 =25.2, p<0.00). Similarly, the proportion of motorists stopping behind the
holding line has increased from 7.5% to 26.8%, which again is statistically significant
(M=19.4%, χ2 =25.2, p<0.00).
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Figure 4.3: Motorist stopping locations

It seems plausible that the behaviour of a motorist emerging at Balcombe Road will be
influenced by the presence of conflicting motorist movements on Beach Road, as well as
the presence of conflicting bicycle riders. At least one motorist was present immediately
ahead, alongside or behind a bicycle rider in 24% of interactions before the sign was
installed and 22% of interactions after the sign was installed. When a motorist was present
the effect of the sign on the proportion of emerging motorists stopping behind the holding
line disappears (Figure 4.4). However, there remains an apparent benefit of the sign in
reducing the proportion of emerging motorists from stopping ahead of the holding line.
When no motorist was present on Beach Road the effects observed for the overall sample
are even more pronounced; the proportion of emerging motorists stopping ahead of the
holding line decreases from 8% to 3%, and the proportion stopping behind the holding line
increase from 6% to 33%.
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Figure 4.4: Motorist stopping location conditional on the presence of a motorist on Beach Road

The holding position was unrelated to the direction of movement of the emerging motorist
(i.e. turning left or right) or to the presence or size of groups of riders (46% of interactions
involved an emerging motorist and a group of two or more riders).

4.5 Signal actuation rate
Of the 341 interactions observed after treatment, in 14 interactions (4%) the cyclist actuated
sign was observed not to trigger. Why this was the case is not entirely clear. However, it
appears to be related to the presence of groups of riders (12 of the interactions involved
groups of at least two riders) but not the presence of other motorists on Beach Road (only
two interactions included motorists on Beach Road in the vicinity of the riders).
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5 Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 General commentary
The quantitative data described in Section 4 suggests the sign has led to a significant
decrease in interactions where an emerging motorist stops ahead of the holding line and an
increase in the proportion of emerging motorists stopping well behind the holding line. Both
of these outcomes are consistent with the design intent insofar as they suggest motorists
are reacting to the presence of riders earlier than before the sign was installed. In turn, this
suggests the likelihood of collisions between riders and emerging motorists has declined.
By contrast, the evidence of an effect of the sign in reducing the likelihood motorists will
accept small gaps (less than five seconds), and of reduced interaction severity, is weak.
While both measures suggest movement in the intended direction neither change is
statistically significant. We cannot therefore assert the sign has altered behaviours against
these measures of effectiveness, although we acknowledge there may have been
favourable effects on these measures.
That we could not detect an effect of the sign on interaction severity should not be
interpreted to mean there is no effect in reality. Rather, it is very likely that near-miss and
collision interactions were rare (in comparison to the overall number of interactions) before
the treatment and they remain rare afterwards. However, the relative improvement may be
practically significant; for example, the treatment may have reduced conflict interactions
from 0.1% of interactions to 0.01%. This is a tenfold improvement, and when considered
over the long term could still imply a large number of avoided conflicts. This is a common
challenge in these types of these observational evaluations – we are looking to detect
changes in very rare events.
Finally, the sign appears to be performing satisfactorily insofar as it correctly detects the
presence of riders on around 96% of occasions. Although not measured directly, we note
that no events were observed where the sign appeared to trigger when no rider was
present. In other words, we did not observe any occasion where a motor vehicle, motorist
or moped appeared to trigger the sign.

5.2 Qualitative comments
In reviewing the video record a number of qualitative observations were made concerning
the interactions between motorists and bicycle riders. These observations provide some
additional insight into the road user behaviours beyond the quantitative data reported in
Section 4.

5.2.1

Sign activation time

When a rider, or group of riders, approached the intersection and had to give way to
motorists or riders turning right onto Balcombe Road the sign would often extinguish (time
out) by the time the southbound riders entered the intersection. While not ideal, this is
unlikely to a significant safety issue given that the riders will be starting from stationary (or
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close to) and so be better able to react to a motorist emerging than a rider who enters the
intersection at speed.

5.2.2

Crash mechanism

We suggest there are two mechanisms by which motorists fail to give way to riders:
1. motorists are failing to look and see bicycle riders, and so are proceeding into the
intersection oblivious to their presence, or
2. motorists are seeing rider but are misjudging their speed or distance such that the
gap is too small to allow them to safely clear the conflict point.
The literature demonstrating the issues with regard to motorists looking but not seeing
bicycle riders (and motorcyclists) is extensive (Herslund and Jørgensen 2003; Brown 2005;
Räsänen and Summala 1998). Essentially, this research finds that in many instances
motorists emerging onto roundabouts that collide with bicycle riders claim not to have seen
the bicycle rider even though they looked in their direction. There are at least four plausible
reasons why this may occur:


Motorists are most likely to be scanning for road users towards the centre of the
conflicting approach, where they would normally expect to see other motorists and
not towards the kerb where riders are more likely to be positioned.



There is a subject-expectancy effect whereby motorists expect to see other
motorists (because that is normally what they see) and not bicycle riders (who are
more infrequent).



Human decision making under complexity allocates greater mental resources
towards objects which present an immediate threat (Fuller 1984); conflicting bicycle
riders are unlikely to present a physical threat of harm to a motor vehicle occupant.



Smaller objects (such as bicycle riders) are perceived to travel slower than larger
objects (such as motor vehicles) (Caird and Hancock 1994).

Importantly, we note these effects are, by and large, not related to carelessness by
motorists but are rather inherent human fallibilities. Accordingly, and consistent with the
Safe System approach, we suggest that punitive measures to enforce the existing road
rules are unlikely to be effective. Instead, these limitations of human cognition should be
accommodated within the design response.
In the context of this particular roundabout we suggest the expectancy effect is much
weaker than we would typically see at other Victorian roundabouts. Indeed, this roundabout
is quite possibly unique in an Australian context in so far as bicycle rider demand may
outweigh motorist demand during busy periods. In other words, it seems reasonable to
expect that motorists will usually see bicycle riders. Instead, we speculate that the sign at
this particular location may be offering greatest benefit insofar as it addresses our human
weaknesses at correctly detecting the speed of smaller objects. This is quite probably
exacerbated at this particular site given the straight downhill approach for riders coming
from the north, and that many of these riders will be fit sport cyclists. If this speculation is
correct, then there are questions about the wider implications of the favourable results
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found in this study – given that the mechanism at other sites is more likely to be related to
the expectancy effect than speed misjudgement.

5.2.3

Turning motorists

There are fairly heavy motorist left turning movements from Beach Road southbound to
Balcombe Road eastbound. In situations where there are motorists turning left, and
possibly also straight-ahead motorists, bicycle riders using the central approach lane can
become obscured when viewed from the emerging motorist perspective (Figure 5.1). It was
common in the interactions observed where a motorist stopped ahead of the holding line or
appeared to have to stop abruptly that there was one or more motorists turning left as
illustrated here. We speculate that emerging motorists in these cases may not be seeing
the bicycle rider until very late, and perhaps also that they are processing the presence of
the left turning motorists, assuming they can proceed without conflict and failing to see the
bicycle riders.

Figure 5.1: Bicycle rider obscured from view by left turning motorists

Similar situations were observed when there were traffic queues forming into Balcombe and
Bluff Road and riders emerged from behind these queues (Figure 5.2). In this example the
left turning motorist braked abruptly once they saw the rider. The sign was active at this
time, suggesting that the motorist has either (a) failed to see, understand or respond to the
sign, or (b) has seen the sign but chosen to ignore it because they did not see the rider.
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Figure 5.2: Bicycle rider emerging from behind traffic queue
Another related observating is that a significant minority of riders used the exclusive left turn
lane to proceed directly south. The position of the detector was such that the sign usually
activated in these cases, but it did appear to lead to situations where emerging motorists
assumed the rider would be turning left (because they were in the exclusive left turn lane)
and proceeded onto the intersection accordingly.

5.3 Conclusion
There appears to be relatively strong evidence to suggest the sign has improved the
awareness of emerging motorists of the presence of bicycle riders, by encouraging
motorists to stop behind the holding line. While we cannot detect an effect on interaction
severity or accepted gaps we cannot preclude the possibility that positive changes in these
areas have occurred.
We could not identify any situation where the sign could have created a worse situation
than may have occurred prior to the installation of the sign. As such, we conclude that the
sign appears likely to have achieved the design objective of reducing the risk of conflict
between southbound bicycle riders along Beach Road and motorists emerging from
Balcombe Road.
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We caveat this conclusion by noting that:


the behavioural measures used in this study may, or may not, directly correlate with
safety outcomes (although it seems reasonable to expect they would do so),



the after-treatment period was immediately after the sign was installed and
activated – it is possible the effectiveness will decline somewhat over time as
regular visitors to the area become accustomed to its’ presence, and



Insufficient time has elapsed to compare the crash history at the site with the
before-treatment case.

It would be beneficial to examine the crash history at this intersection after several years
have elapsed to ascertain any changes that may have occurred. However, we would note
that the small crash counts may make it difficult to draw statistically significant conclusions,
and that ideally exposure (i.e. rider and motorist volumes) would be required to assess
crash risk.
More broadly, these results suggest cyclist actuated signs may be useful in situations such
as these where there is a history of conflict between bicycle riders and motorists where the
motorist has failed to give way. However, we note that this site has unique characteristics
(particularly the high rider volume and low motorist approach speed) which limit the broader
application of these findings.
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